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FOOD SECURITY & LIVELIHOOD CLUSTER  

DATE  27 April, 2017 

TIME  10:00 

VENUE Kyiv, WFP Office, Esplanadna Street 20, 3rd Floor Conference Room 

CHAIR    Line Rindebaek (Cluster Coordinator)   

 

AGENDA 

1. Minutes / Follow Up Action Points  
2. Partner Activity Update  
3. Thematic Assessment on Livelihoods – Findings (REACH)   
4. AOB 

- Quick Updates: Livelihoods (LWG & Draft Activity Overview) 
- Quick Update: Food Security Assessment 

- Quick Update: SPHERE Training 

MINUTES 

Cluster coordinator (CC) Line Rindebaek welcomed participants followed by a round the table 
introduction.  

1. FOLLOW UP ACTION POINTS/MINUTES (FSLC) 

The minutes from 27 March meeting were approved.  The CC provided an update on action points from 
the previous meeting:   

ACTION POINT:  STATUS FOLLOW UP 

UPDATE FROM THE MINISTRY AGRARIAN 
POLICY AND FOOD OF UKRAINE:  FSLC to 
circulate the State Statistics report (grain yield by 
the size of the farmers). 

In progress.  IMO to follow up.  

PARTNER UPDATES: FSLC to map overall 
concentration of partners by all three objectives. 

Done.  N/a   

PARTNER UPDATES: FSLC Food Security 
Assessment TWG to discuss possibility of 
undertaking analysis of the correlation between 
access to food interventions and the needs 
assessments over time. 

TWG agreed this would require 
inputs across sectors and should 
be done with the Government.  
The group could look into this in 
the coming months.    

TWG to revisit issue if 
needed. 

STRATEGIC ADVISORY GROUP UPDATES: The CC 
to work on Livelihood Activity definitions with the 
key stakeholders (gFSC, Cluster Lead Agencies, 
UNDP and the Livelihood Working Group)   

Draft Activity overview 
prepared.  

Work to continue 
with key stakeholders 
on narrative 
definitions  

VOUCHER VALUE – POSSIBLE REVISION:  WFP 
VAM to prepare analysis on forecasting of the 
prices for an upcoming FSLC meeting. 

Work to be initiated.  Work to be initiated.  

NGO FORUM SPHERE TRAINING:   
IMO to circulate online survey and interested 
members to provide inputs.  

8 organisations have completed 
the survey and 7 organisations 
are interested. 

CC to organise 
trainings with NGO 
Forum in late May – 
June.  
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ASSESSMENTS – COMPLETED / PLANNED:  
FSLC to collect information on partner’s 
assessments and partners to share inputs. 

Inputs received from 7 
organisations.  
To be shared with OCHA.  

Cluster members to 
share inputs. 
FSLC to share with 
OCHA. 

 

Some partners asked for the updates on the possible food voucher value revision given the possible 

impact on programming and donor proposals. CC clarified that the discussion on revision had been an 

action point from last year and that, at the March meeting, some participants had highlighted that it was 

too early to revise the value of cash/voucher. The general consensus was to wait for the couple of month 

and to look for the trends with seasonal adjustments and it was agreed to postpone the discussion until 

the group feels it is prudent to revisit the discussion. The FSLC team respond to partner requests on this. 

WFP deputy country director said that upcoming food security assessment might help with the projection 

of food security situation to have a better comprehensive analysis for revising voucher value.     

  

2. PARTNER ACTIVITY UPDATE (FSLC) 

Cluster Information Management Officer (IMO) Anton Tovchenko provided an update of partner activities 

in March as well gap analysis for the month of March and for the partners’ plans. The partner activity 

update is based around the three HRP-2017 objectives. 

For the “access to food” interventions (HRP-2017 objective 1) in Luhansk and Donetsk GCA and NGCA 

region there were eight active partners with nearly 41,000 of people reached. In GCA Luhansk, the 

assistance was provided by PIN through food vouchers and by RAF with food parcels to nearly 11,500 

beneficiaries in total. There was no FSLC partner  providing “access to food” interventions in Luhansk 

NGCA. In GCA Donetsk, the assistance was provided by PIN through food vouchers and by RAF and 

CARITAS with food parcels to nearly 27,000 of beneficiaries, while on the NGCA side nearly 4,300 

beneficiaries were reached with WFP food parcels, which were distributed through DDC in February with 

each beneficiary receiving two food parcels (each parcel covering one month) per person, which is 

expected to also cover the March requirements of beneficiaries. In some other regions of Ukraine 

(Dipropetrovska, Zaporiska and Kharkivska) around 2,400 IDPs were reached with food parcels mainly by 

HIA and Caritas. The differences between March and February food assistance distributions were 

presented. This comparison overview highlighted the decline of food assistance compared to February by 

89% which in part can be explained by RAF not distributing in Donetsk NGCA in March.   

The gap analysis exercise for the month of March was presented, showing the percentage of people 

reached with access to food interventions against number of people food insecure. It was underlined that 

the gap analysis does not reflect all actors who are providing food assistance but only those that report 

to the FSLC. There is a big gap of food assistance in the NGCA. And this taking into account that this area 

is the most food insecure region with up to 14% people food insecure in Luhanska NGCA and 12% in 

Donetska NGCA (based on the latest food security analysis http://fscluster.org/ukraine/document/fslc-

main-findings-food-security). The needs along the GCA contact line were more or less covered, while 

there is no food assistance in the northern part of Luhansk GCA and in some raions in Donetsk GCA were 

not covered less than 10% of needs.  

PIN noticed that some information might be missing. 

For the agricultural inputs, which relates to the HRP-2017 objective 2, and includes seeds and seedlings, 

fodder, other livestock, basic agricultural tools, other agricultural inputs (through voucher or cash), and 

livelihoods agricultural grants, which supports households with food production for sustainable results, 

for the period January – March, PIN did direct distribution of near 2,700 vouchers for basic agricultural 

tools in raions close to contact line in Donetsk. FAO distributed 100 kg of complete chicken fodder for 

http://fscluster.org/ukraine/document/fslc-main-findings-food-security
http://fscluster.org/ukraine/document/fslc-main-findings-food-security
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each HH to the 500 beneficiary HHs in the raions along the Luhanska GCA contact line and 808 kg of hay 

to the 68 beneficiary HHs in Bakhmutsky raion in March.  There are six partners, ACF, NRC, FAO/KVL, PIN, 

CARITAS which are planning to do more agricultural activities in upcoming months with near 12,500 HHs 

to be reached. Some more partners, which do not report to the FSLC, is doing agricultural inputs. NGO 

Emanuelle will be distributing agricultural inputs to nearly 6000 HHs in Donbas. FAO will share details with 

FSLC for mapping purposes.  

For the livelihood income generating activities, which relates to HRP-2017 objective 3, the number of 

households, which received different kind employment trainings, business grants and other aid for 

sustainable livelihoods were highlighted – covering the period January to March. Activities were provided 

in almost all regions of Ukraine mainly in oblast city centres. Total in Luhanska and Donetska GCA for the 

January - March 2107 period near 2,000 HH were assisted with different income generation activities. 

From that number near 880 HHs were assisted with livelihoods grants, 112 HH with agricultural livelihood 

grants, 59 HH with job creation grants and 39 HH with extensive vocational trainings. More than 1,000 

HHs were assisted with different kind of “light” trainings, such as one-two day workshops.  In other 

regions of Ukraine, livelihoods assistance was provided mainly by IOM and CARTIAS to up to 2,900 IDPs 

HH and host population.  

FSLC IMO noted that exercise on mapping of 2016 livelihoods interventions will be finalized and presented 

at the next FSLC meeting with the disaggregation on two main activities “grants” and “light” trainings.       

PIN noted that there are several organisations in the same location with overlapping recipients so more 

coordination is needed – likewise, the definitions of business grants might need to be clarified as there is 

difference in values (some often very small). CC noted that FSLC is working on supporting partners with 

more detailed tools and mapping to facilitate coordination at field level, FSLC will follow up with LWG.  

FAO suggested that, like in other countries, it would be helpful to have common databases tracking 

assistance and beneficiaries to improve coordination (for example a grants data bases). CC noted that she 

has discussed with the LWG focal point given the need for improved coordination (based on SAG 

recommendations) and it appears that this has been discussed several times but that key obstacles to do 

with data protection prevents this from happening.  

IOM mentioned that the discussion about databases of beneficiaries started in 2015 in the Early Recovery 

Cluster and that it is a no go due to data protection and restrictions by law. IOM noted that for the 

moment, the FSLC maps provide a good tool to look for the partner’s activities and then to cross-check 

directly with the partners to avoid duplication. It was also said that databases are quite sensitive as it may 

put people under risk in terms of taxation regulations for the aid that they receive. Caritas noted that a 

presentation was made on this in the Cash Working Group and CC confirmed she would look into this.   

PIN said that one of the purposes of the Help for Donbass website which is a directory of livelihoods 

activities (http://www.helpfordonbass.org/) was to improve communication between partner’s in terms 

of information on which type of assistance and from whom it is provided. CC highlighted that the cluster 

is trying to improve coordination and activity mapping tools to help facilitate improved coordination at 

field level and if partners have any suggestions, they are welcome to address them to the cluster.    

Please find the overview in the PowerPoint presentation: http://fscluster.org/ukraine/document/fslc-

meeting-presentation-kyiv-27-april  

ACTION POINT: FSLC to follow up on the law on data protection (with CWG etc) and provide update in 

next meeting. 

ACTION POINT: FSLC to follow up on the coordination of livelihoods activities in terms of geographical 

distribution. 

ACTION POINT: FSLC to follow up with PIN on missing information. 

ACTION POINT: FSLC to finalize exercise on the mapping of 2016 livelihoods data.  

http://www.helpfordonbass.org/
http://fscluster.org/ukraine/document/fslc-meeting-presentation-kyiv-27-april
http://fscluster.org/ukraine/document/fslc-meeting-presentation-kyiv-27-april
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3. Thematic Assessment on Livelihoods – Findings (REACH) 

Laetitia Phillips from REACH presented the full and final findings of the thematic assessment on 
livelihoods. The overall observations included: 

 Conflict has disrupted economic activity, impacting both enterprises and the workforce in the 
surveyed areas 

 Proximity to the contact line created more challenging situations for Donetsk and Luhansk 
businesses but rural-urban composition is also important 

 Vocational training, support for food production, and access to credit can help affected 
populations but will have limited impact on the long-term situation in a region facing 
development challenges. 

Please find the full presentation included in the PowerPoint presentation: 

http://fscluster.org/ukraine/document/fslc-meeting-presentation-kyiv-27-april  

PIN expressed an interest in having information divided by the contact line and to look deeper into the 

employment situation in relation to the mining and industry section. Given the situation of blocked 

enterprise on the NGCA side, it will help to analyse and give some projection on how this will affect FS for 

the next 6 months. This is also important to help anticipate the situation and to advocate with donors. 

REACH assessment specialist together with FSLC IMO clarified that one of the biggest challenges is the 

lack of pre-conflict information divided by the contact line.  

IOM mentioned that according to their findings some correlation could be seen in reduction industry and 

increase in services. 

Some differences between Luhanska and Dontska, in terms of the conflict’s impact was observed. FSLC 

IMO mentioned that Luhanska GCA might suffer more because almost all big enterprises now concentred 

on the NGCA side, used to pay tax towards the oblast budget and GCA does not benefit from that 

anymore.  WFP VAM said that there are still big cities in the Donetska GCA (for example Mariupol with 

50% of GDP), which gives quite significant inputs to the GDP as there is big enterprises, which reflects on 

the wage rate.  

WFP VAM highlighted that it would be interesting to see at the movement of population because due to 

the Food Security analysis, the urban population is more food insecure than the rural. FSLC IMO said that 

IMWG has finalized the ToR for the statistician that might come with the methodology and estimate 

population numbers on the Luhansk and Donetsk GCA and NGCA side. 

There was interest expressed in looking deeper into some indicators that REACH presented in the 

PowerPoint (i.e. self-employed micro business data sets alone, coping mechanism compare with other 

assessments, other indicator on oblast level etc). REACH commented that some answers could be fined 

in the final report and that REACH are happy to share datasets.  

Some discussions about the linkages between early recovery and development took place. It was 

highlighted that it is quite difficult to follow up on the short term early recovery activities that might not 

have big impact on the livelihoods situation. 

 
4. ANY OTHER BUSINESS: 

 Quick Update: Livelihoods (LWG & Definitions/Activity Overview) 

The Livelihood Working Group held a meeting on 11 April to discuss job creation approaches. Four NGOs 

shared presentations on their specific job creation approaches including criteria, mechanisms for 

providing assistance, difficulties experienced (for example the Ukrainian tax system where NGOs have to 

pay when supporting for-profit companies). The LWG also discussed two main advocacy points on 1) 

http://fscluster.org/ukraine/document/fslc-meeting-presentation-kyiv-27-april
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access to credit and problem of taxation of SMEs and 2) access to NGCA for small scale farmers, which 

have been shared with the FSLC for further advocacy.  

CC presented a draft overview of Livelihood activities as part of the process to, as the Cluster Strategic 

Advisory Group in March agreed was necessary, provide a clear definition of 1) emergency livelihoods, 2) 

early recovery and 3) development activities to help us differentiate humanitarian early recovery 

livelihoods activities from the development sector which is not the cluster’s mandate. (See page 7).  

This work has been initiated with discussions with the global FSC, UNDP and LWG focal point as well as 

donors. The work is in progress and the narrative definitions will be shared with the LWG in the near 

future however, based on the inputs received so far, a draft overview has been prepared of activities that 

fit under the umbrella of the cluster and that fits around the activities many of FSLC members are 

undertaking in 2017. CC explained the overview and clarified the focus and mandate of the FSLC to be on 

1) emergency livelihoods activities and 2) early recovery livelihoods activities.  

CC asked for comments and suggestions from the group to ensure the overview was appropriate.   

IOM and CARITAS commented that under Early Recovery Cluster there was a discussion on geographic 

scope of humanitarian interventions where it was agreed not to cover just two Oblasts Donetsk and 

Luhansk but also look for other oblast were IDPs are concentrated. CC confirmed the overview is a very 

simplistic and that it reflects the inputs received so far and that she is happy to include more inputs. The 

importance of the narrative which we adopt was also emphasized.   

ACF highlighted that according to their assessments, a significant problem exists whereby a large number 

of people (especially women) are in such serious situations that their immediate focus (“one day at a 

time”) is on putting food on the table instead of thinking in terms of looking for a sustainable job. 

Several organizations also highlighted the need to be innovative in their activities in order to address 

more directly to achieve more sustainable results rather than one off aid.     

 Quick Update: SPHERE Training 

CC advised the group that 7 organisations have expressed interest in training. Based on current numbers, 

there are enough potential participants for training in Kramatorsk and Kiev but not enough for 

Severodonetsk. The training will likely be at the end of May or early June given NGO Forum’s schedule for 

May.  

ACTION POINT: CC to coordinate with NGO Forum on potential training sessions.  

  

 Quick Update - Food Security Assessment: CC advised the group that, as an action point from the 

March cluster meetings, the first meeting in the Food Security Assessment TWG was held on 31 March.  

NGOs and with interest and capacity as well as the Department of Food took part and the group agreed 

to proceed with the planning of a joint food security assessment of Luhansk and Donetsk GCA and NGCA. 

The joint food security assessment is led in part by WFP’s VAM unit who already had plans of undertaking 

an assessment but with significant inputs in terms of data collection and analysis from several NGOs and 

REACH, the joint assessment will be able to cover a wider area. It was noted that the assessment will be 

representative at oblast level (not raion level).  A further technical meeting has been held to discuss 

questionnaires, sampling methodology, training and timeline and it is anticipated that the organisations 

taking part will start data collection in end May with the hope to have a joint report in June / July.  

WFP VAM encouraged more NGOs to participate in the assessment.  

WFP DCD commented that WFP will take a lead on this assessment and highlighted the critical need  of 

the assessment. One key component of the assessment is to identify the potential change of food security 
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situation in NGCA given the changes in food assistance since late February as well as in other areas during 

the time. 

Agenda for May: Given the need to discuss livelihoods issues further it was agreed that the May 

meeting will focus on this again. IMO noted that Institute of Demography will be providing a presentation 

on livelihoods analysis as well.  

 Next Meeting – the next meeting is tentatively scheduled for Monday 29 May at 14:00. The date and 

time will be confirmed via email.  

PARTICIPANT LIST:  
# Name   Organization* Designation 

1.  Eric  Fort Action Against Hunger Country Director 

2.  Valentina  Mitrieva Adventist Development and Relief 

Agency 

M&E 

3.  Samuel  Nichols Caritas Country Manager  

4.  Lesya  Kuzmenko Child Well-Being Fund  Project assistance 

5.  Pierre  Vischioni Danish Refugee Council Head of Programme 

6.  Natalya Belyaeva DORCAS Relief Coordinator 

7.  Farrukh  Toirov Food and Agriculture Organization Coordinator 

8.  Line Rindebaek FSLC Cluster Coordinator 

9.  Anton Tovchenko FSLC Information Management Officer 

10.  Ester Ruiz de Azua International Organization for 

Migration 

Emergency and Stabilization 

Programme Coordinator 

11.  Pavlo Iavorskyi Kyiv School of Economics Reasearch associate 

12.  Mykola Moroz Ministry of Agrarian Policy and Food of 

Ukraine 

Food Department Director 

13.  Themba Sibanda Norwegian Refugee Council Project Manager FS 

14.  Kostyantyn Bazhenov Norwegian Refugee Council M&E Coordinator 

15.  Vanessa Merlet People in Need Country Director 

16.  Giorgi Shergelia Polish Humanitarian Action Head of mission 

17.  Laetitia Phillips REACH Assesment Officer 

18.  Nikolay Nagornyy Ukraine Red Cross Society Programme Coordinator 

19.  Anna Hvelesianni Ukrainian Center for Social Reforms expert 

20.  Oksana Khmelevska Ukrainian Center for Social Reforms expert 

21.  Sergiy Petrov World Food Programme Programe Officer 

22.  Giancarlo Stopponi World Food Programme Deputy Country Director 

23.  Lyubomyr Kokovskyy World Food Programme VAM officer 

24.  Gerd Buta World Food Programme VAM/M&E 

* Agencies listed in alphabetic order 

 
FOOD SECURITY CLUSTER CONTACTS: 
 
Line Teilmann Rindebaek 
Cluster Coordinator 
Food Security and Livelihood Cluster  
Kyiv, Ukraine 
Mobile: +38 050 465 77 85 
Email: line.rindebaek@fscluster.org   
 
 
 

 
Anton Tovchenko  
Information Management  Officer 
Food Security and Livelihood Cluster  
Kyiv, Ukraine 
Mobile: +380 50 465 77 85 
Email: info.ukraine@fscluster.org  

mailto:line.rindebaek@fscluster.org
mailto:info.ukraine@fscluster.org
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